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The mechanism of p 3He backward elastic scattering is studied. It is found that the triangle diagrams with
the subprocesses pd→3He p0, pd*→3He p0, and p(pp)→3He p1, where d* and pp denote the singlet
deuteron and diproton pair in the 1S0 state, respectively, dominate in the cross section at 0.3–0.8 GeV, and
their contribution is comparable with that for a sequential transfer of a np pair at 1–1.5 GeV. The contribution
of the d*1pp , estimated on the basis of the spectator mechanism of the p(NN)→3He p reaction, increases
the p 3He→3He p cross section by one order of magnitude as compared to the contribution of the deuteron
alone. Effects of the initial and final states’ interaction are taken into account.
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Over the past few years p 3He backward elastic scattering
has been investiged @1–3# on the basis of the distorted-wave
Born approximation method using a trinucleon bound-state
wave function @4# obtained from solving the Faddeev equa-
tions for the RSC nucleon-nucleon (NN) potential. Those
studies suggest that this process at beam energies Tp
51 –2 GeV can give unique information about the high-
momentum component of the 3He wave function
w23(q23 ,p1), and specifically for high relative momenta,
q23.0.6 GeV/c , of the nucleon pair $23% in the 1S0 state
and low momenta of the nucleon ‘‘spectator’’ p1
,0.1 GeV/c . Here w23 is the first Faddeev component of the
full wave function of 3He, C(1,2,3)5w231w311w12. The
calculations presented in Refs. @1–3# demonstrate a domi-
nance of the mechanism of sequential transfer ~ST! of the
proton-neutron pair @Fig. 1~a!# in this process over a wide
range of initial energies Tp50.1–2 GeV, except for the re-
gion of the ST dip at around 0.3 GeV. Other mechanisms of
two-nucleon transfer, such as the deuteron exchange @5#,
nonsequential np transfer @2#, and direct pN scattering @6,7#,
involve very high internal momenta in the 3He wave func-
tion in q23 as well as in p1 and, in sum, give much smaller
contributions. However, in analogy to pd backward elastic
scattering @8#, one should expect also a significant contribu-
tion from mechanisms related to excitation of nucleon iso-
bars in the intermediate state followed by emission of virtual
pions. Such mechanisms were discussed in Refs. @3,9# on the
basis of the triangle diagram of the one pion exchange ~OPE!
with the subprocess pd→ 3He p0 @Fig. 1~b!# and in Ref.
@10,11# for the two-loop diagram with the subprocess pd
→pd . The energy dependence of the cross section for
p 3He→ 3Hep and also its absolute value were explained to
some extent in Refs. @10,11#. However, a common drawback
of the models @9–11# is the neglect of both ~i! the contribu-
tion of the singlet deuteron d* @i.e., where the pn pair is in
the spin-singlet (1S0) state# in 3He and ~ii! distortions com-
*Email address: uzikov@nusun.jinr.ru0556-2813/2003/68~1!/014001~6!/$20.00 68 0140ing from rescattering in the initial and final states. In the
present paper, we consider both these effects and show that
each of them is very important, though there is an effective
cancellation between them in the unpolarized cross section.
II. THE ONE PION EXCHANGE MODEL
To account for the OPE mechanism @Figs. 1~b!–1~d!#, we
proceed here from the formalism of Ref. @3# which takes into
account the two-body d1p configuration of 3He. The d
1p configuration of 3He gives a reasonable approximation
to the 3He charge form factor F(Q) @7# up to rather high
transferred momenta Q’1.5 GeV/c . Furthermore, by ne-
glecting off-shell effects in the subprocess pd→ 3He p0, one
can express the cross section of p 3He scattering through the
experimental cross section of the reaction pd→ 3He p0 with-
out elaboration of its concrete mechanism.
A. The mechanism of the pd*\3He p0 reaction
In the calculation of Ref. @3# the d*1p configuration was
not taken into account explicitly, but via normalization of the
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FIG. 1. The sequential transfer ~ST! ~a! and one pion exchange
~OPE! ~b!–~d! mechanisms of p 3He backward elastic scattering
with intermediate deuteron ~b!, singlet pn pair (d*) ~c!, and singlet
pp pair ~diproton! ~d!.©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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tion of the meson production on the virtual singlet deuteron
d* and on the diproton, i.e., on the pp 1S0 state in 3He, one
has to use the d*1p and (pp)1n configurations of 3He
explicitly and also one needs the cross sections of the reac-
tions pd*→3He p0 and p(pp)→3He p0.
Concerning the latter two, there are no direct measure-
ments of these reactions, though there are experimental data
on the inverse reactions of pion capture, i.e., p1 3He
→ppp from Ref. @14# and p2 3He→pnn @15#, both being
kinematically complete experiments that cover the final state
NN interaction regions. Unfortunately, these data are re-
stricted to pion energies close to the threshold and contain
only total cross sections. Moreover, the p1 and p2 data
@14,15# are not sufficient to deduce the matrix element of the
reaction pd*→ 3He p0. Nevertheless, these data @15# show
that the formation of the pn and nn pairs in the final state
interaction region is dominated by the spectator mechanism
of pion absorption on the isosinglet NN pair in 3He ~Fig. 2!.
This mechanism is used here to calculate the cross section of
the subprocesses p(NN)s ,t→ 3He p on the spin-triplet ~t!
and singlet ~s! NN pairs. According to Ref. @12#, this two-
body mechanism explains reasonably well the cross section
of the reaction pd→ 3He p0 in the forward (up50°) and
backward (up5180°) directions in the energy range Tp
;0.3–1.0 GeV. Within a similar model, the tensor analyzing
power T20 ~at up5180°) could be reasonably explained in
Ref. @13#, but using the pure deuteron and singlet deuteron in
the intermediate state of the diagram in Fig. 2 instead of the
NN loop. At higher energies, Tp.1 GeV, the spectator
mechanism fails to reproduce the second peak in the excita-
tion function of the reaction pd→ 3He p0. In this region the
three-body mechanism @12# is expected to be more impor-
tant, since all three nucleons are active in the 3He at high
transfer of momentum. Nevertheless, the latter mechanism
also underestimates considerably the experimental cross sec-
tion at up5180° @12#.
Since the mechanism of the reaction pd*→ 3He p0 is not
established at higher energies, a completely microscopic de-
scription of the reaction p 3He→ 3Hep within the OPE
model cannot be achieved at present at Tp.1 GeV. In the
present analysis of the contribution of the singlet (NN)s
pairs we concentrate mainly on the energy region Tp
50.3–1 GeV, where the spectator diagram in Fig. 2 domi-
nates.
B. Formalism
The reaction amplitude is given by the coherent sum of
the OPE amplitudes M d1M d*1M pp , with contributions
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FIG. 2. The spectator model of the reaction
p(NN)s ,t 3He p .01400from the deuteron M d @Fig. 1~b!#, singlet deuteron M d* @Fig.
1~c!# and diproton M pp @Fig. 1~d!#. For the evaluation of the
individual amplitudes, we use the overlap integrals 3He-d
and 3He-d* from Ref. @16#. The 3He-d overlap wave func-
tion contains the S-wave and D-wave components. As was
shown in Ref. @3#, the D-wave component of the 3He-d over-
lap integral is negligible in the OPE amplitude. Keeping the
S wave in the 3He-d overlap wave function, one can find for
the OPE amplitude of the reaction p 3He→ 3Hep with the
subprocess pd→3He p0 the following form @3#:
M d
mh8 , mp8 ;mh ,mp52A3KGdS 1012 mp8U12 mp8 D
3(
l
S 1l 12 mp8U12 mhDTdmh8 ; mp ,l . ~1!
Here m j (m j8) is the spin projection of the initial ~final! par-
ticle j5p ,h (p denotes the proton and h denotes 3He) and l
is the spin projection of the deuteron. Td
mh8 ; mp ,l is the ampli-
tude of the reaction pd→3He p0. The Clebsch-Gordan coef-
ficients are written in Eq. ~1! in standard notations. The dy-
namical and structure factors K and Gd will be defined
below. For the singlet deuteron there is only the S-wave com-
ponent in the overlap integral 3He-d*. Therefore, the OPE
amplitude for the d* can be written as
M d*
mh8 , mp8 ;mh ,mp5KGd*S 1012 mp8U12 mp8 D dmp8 mhTd*mh8 ; mp ,
~2!
and similarly for the intermediate diproton (pp),
M pp
mh8 , mp8 ;mh ,mp52 KGd*S 1012 mp8U12 mp8 D dmp8mhTppmh8 ; mp ,
~3!
where Td*
mh8 ; mp and Tpp
mh8 ; mp are the amplitudes of the sub-
processes pd*→ 3He p0 and p(pp)s→ 3He p1, respec-
tively. As compared to Eq. ~2!, an additional isospin factor of
2 arises in Eq. ~3! and there is also an isospin factor of A3 in
Eq. ~1!. Both these factors are related only to the isospin
structure of the lower vertices 3He→(NN)s ,t1N and p N
→N of the triangular diagram for the OPE amplitude of the
process p 3He→ 3Hep and do not depend on the mechanism
of the process p(NN)s ,t→ 3He p . The dynamical factor K is
defined as
K5
Am M ~Ep81m !
A2pEp8
f pNN
mp
D~Tp!FpNN~k2!. ~4!
Here m, M, and mp are the masses of the proton, 3He, and
the pion, respectively. Ep85Am21pp8
2
and pp8 are the total
energy and momentum of the secondary proton in the labo-
ratory system, and f pNN and FpNN(k2) are the coupling con-
stant and the ~monopole! form factor at the pNN vertex. The
distortion factor D(Tp) is given in Ref. @3# in eikonal ap-1-2
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forward pN and p3He scattering amplitudes.
The nuclear form factors for the triplet (Gd) and singlet
(Gd*) channels are given by
Gd ,d*5ASd ,d*
h
@ ikF0
d ,d*~p˜ !1W10
d ,d*~p˜ ,d˜ !# , ~5!
where
F0
d ,d*~p˜ !5E
0
‘
U0
d ,d*~r ! j0~p˜ r !rdr ,
W10
d ,d*~p˜ ,d˜ !5E
0
‘
j1~p˜ r !U0d ,d*~r !~ id˜11 !exp~2id˜ r !dr .
~6!
Here U0
d(r) @U0d*(r)# is the S-wave component of the 3He-d
(3He-d*) overlap integral and j l is the spherical Bessel func-
tion. The kinematical variables k , p˜ , and d˜ are determined
by the proton momentum p8 @3#: p˜52m/Ep8p8, k
5p˜ (2Ep81m)/(2Ep81m), d˜ 252m/Ep8(mp2 2k2)1up˜ u2,
where k2 is the square of four-momentum of the virtual p
meson. The spectroscopic factors for the deuteron, Spd
h
, and
the singlet deuteron, including diproton, Spd*
h
, are taken here
to be Spd
h 5Spd*
h
51.5, in accordance with Refs. @13,16#.
We should note that due to the presence of the Kronecker
d in Eqs. ~2! and ~3!, the singlet amplitudes M d* and M pp
contribute only to the spin-independent part of the OPE am-
plitude of the reaction p 3He→ 3Hep . At the same time, the
spin-dependent part is given by the spin-triplet amplitude M d
alone. Because of this specific structure, there is no interfer-
ence between the triplet and singlet amplitudes in the spin-
averaged sum uM d1M d*1M ppu
2
. This feature simplifies
the theoretical analysis of the unpolarized cross section sig-
nificantly. Thus, we find that the total spin averaged OPE
amplitude of the p 3He backward elastic scattering has the
form
uM mh8 ,mp8 ; mh ,mpu25uKu2H uGd Tdmh8 ; mp ,lu2
1
1
3uGd*~Td*
mh8 ; mp12Tpp
mh8 ; mp!u2 J . ~7!
Since there is no interference term between singlet and
triplet NN pairs, it is convenient to introduce the following
relation for the squared singlet and triplet amplitudes of the
processes p(NN)s ,t→ 3He p:
1
3uTd*
mh8 ; mp12Tpp
mh8 ; mpu25CIuTd
mh8 ; mp lu2. ~8!
Of course, in general, the factor CI is a complicated function
depending on the energy and the transferred momentum.
However, for the spectator model ~Fig. 2! we can obtain a
reasonable estimate of this factor on the basis of isospin re-
lations only. We can then use Eq. ~8! in order to express the
singlet contribution in terms of the experimental cross sec-01400tion of the reaction pd→3He p0. After that the center-of-
mass system ~c.m.s.! cross section of p 3He backward elastic
scattering can be written as
ds
dVcm
5
m M ~Ep81mp!
2p Ep8
2 S f pNNmp D
2 spd qpd
sph qph
3FpNN
2 ~k2!uD~Tp!u2$uGdu21CI uGd*u
2%
3
ds
dVcm
~pd→ 3He p0!, ~9!
where si j is the square of the invariant mass of the system
i1 j , and qi j is the relative momentum in this system.
C. Approximated evaluation of CI
In the evaluation of the factor CI in Eq. ~8! for the spec-
tator model of the process p(NN)s ,t→3He p we assume that
the spatial parts of the vertices d→p1n , d*→p1n , and
(pp)s→p1p in Fig. 2 are approximately the same in 3He.
Furthermore, we assume that the subprocess pN→(NN) t p
dominates in the upper vertex of the diagram in Fig. 2 and
that the amplitude pN→(NN)s p is negligible. This is true
in the D region, as was shown recently @17#. With this ap-
proximation the following relation between the amplitudes of
the processes pd*→ 3He p0 and p(pp)s→ 3He p1 follows
from isospin invariance:
Tpp
mh8 ; mp52Td*
mh8 ; mp
. ~10!
After that the factor CI is basically given by the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients at the vertices of the spectator diagram
in Fig. 2 and in the OPE diagrams in Figs. 1~b!–1~d!. We
find that there is a constructive interference between the sin-
glet amplitudes M d* and M pp and that the factor CI in Eqs.
~8! and ~9! equals 253 . Thus, the contributions of the singlet
deuteron and the diproton are significantly larger than those
of the deuteron. Since the singlet and triplet form factors are
related numerically by Gd*’1.5Gd in the kinematical region
under discussion ~cf. Ref. @13#!, we get a total enhancement
of about 12 in the p 3He→ 3Hep cross section due to the
contribution of the singlet NN pairs. Note that we use Eq. ~8!
with the factor CI525/3 also at energies above 1 GeV. Due
to the poor knowledge of the mechanism of the reaction
pd→ 3He p at these energies, however, this has to be con-
sidered as a purely phenomenological prescription.
In order to explore the reliability of the assumptions and
approximations discussed above, we performed also a direct
calculation of the term uTd*12Tppu
2 in the left hand side of
Eq. ~8!. It was done in collinear kinematics in the region of
Tp50.320.8 GeV on the basis of the spectator diagram
~Fig. 2! with the intermediate deuteron, taking into account
the S- and D-wave components of the 3He-d overlap inte-
gral. For the pp→d p1 amplitude we employed the param-
etrization given in Ref. @18#. As an estimation, for the inter-1-3
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of the 1S0 component of the RSC trinucleon wave function
from Ref. @19# and, for comparison, the S-wave component
of the RSC deuteron wave function. In both cases the ob-
tained results for the cross section at 0.3–0.8 GeV coincide
with the present estimation based on Eqs. ~8! and ~9! within
’30%. At last, the total cross section of the reaction
p1 3He→(pp)p in the final state interaction region mea-
sured in Ref. @14# at kinetic energy of pion 37 MeV, s
52.460.7 mb, is comparable with that for the reaction
p0 3He→dp ,s51.3 mb, recalculated here from the pd
→3He p0 data @20# for the corresponding proton beam en-
ergy Tp5262 MeV. The ratio of these cross sections
sp1 3He→(pp)p/s(p0 3He→dp) is in agreement with
the value 22/(2Jd11)5 43 , expected within the spectator
mechanism, where the factor 4 in the numerator is the
squared isospin factor 2 from Eq. ~10!, and the factor 3 in the
denominator is the spin-statistical factor for the final deu-
teron.
The result above implies that, within this approximation,
the total contribution of the triplet and singlet NN pairs can
be taken into account by variation of the effective spectro-
scopic factor of the deuteron in 3He, Spd
h  Spdh (111.5CI).
In the numerical calculation we use the parametrizations
from Ref. @13# for the 3He-d and 3He-d* overlap integrals
@16# obtained for the Urbana NN potential. We have found
that the final result is almost the same when the RSC param-
etrization from Ref. @3# is used. The experimental cross sec-
tion of the reaction pd→ 3He p0 for the backward scattered
pions (ucm5180°) is taken from @20#. For the cutoff param-
eter Lp in the monopole form factor of the pNN vertex we
consider values in the range of Lp50.65–1.3 GeV/c . The
lower case, Lp50.65 GeV/c , corresponds to the value ob-
tained in an analysis of the reaction pp→pnp1 at 0.8 GeV
performed in the p1r exchange model @21#. The upper
case, Lp51.3 GeV/c , is the value used in the full Bonn NN
model @22#.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of our calculation are shown in Fig. 3. One
can see that the OPE model with the deuteron yields a rea-
sonable description of the energy dependence of the cross
section for Tp50.4–1.5 GeV, although it underestimates the
magnitude. The calculated cross section is smaller than the
experiment by a factor of around 3–3.5 for Lp
50.65 GeV/c , and by about 1.5–2.5 for Lp51.3 GeV/c ,
depending on the beam energy. After the contributions of the
singlet deuteron d* and of the pp pair are taken into ac-
count, the cross section for p 3He→ 3He p is overestimated
at Tp.0.3 GeV by a factor of 2.5–4 ~for Lp
50.65 GeV/c) and 5–10 ~for Lp51.3 GeV/c), respec-
tively. The distortion factor D(Tp) reduces the OPE cross
section of the reaction p 3He→ 3He p by one order of mag-
nitude ~thick solid line! and brings it in qualitative agreement
with the data. The discrepancy with the data in the region of
the first shoulder, Tp50.3–0.6 GeV, can be attributed to
others terms in the pd*→ 3He p0 amplitude, like the two-01400step mechanism @23#. It can be shown that for the two-step
mechanism there is also an enhancement of the d*1p con-
tribution in the D-isobar region but, in contrast to the spec-
tator mechanism, its energy dependence is strongly affected
by the off-shell behavior of the pN scattering amplitude and
not considered here.
Turning back to the pure two-nucleon transfer mechanism
@1–3#, we should note that the three-nucleon bound-state
wave function @4# based on the Reid RSC potential most
likely contains too large high-momentum components as
compared to modern NN potentials. In order to corroborate
that we show here, in the framework of the S-wave formal-
ism of Ref. @3#, that for the trinucleon wave function @24#
based on the CD Bonn NN interaction @25# the ST cross
section at Tp.0.5 GeV is by a factor of 30 smaller than for
the RSC. Nevertheless, the predicted cross section is still
comparable with the experimental data at Tp.0.9 GeV ~Fig.
4!.1 One can see from Fig. 3, that the ST mechanism is very
important at beam energies Tp50.9–1.5 GeV and it defi-
nitely dominates at low (Tp,0.3 GeV) and high (Tp
1Inclusion of the D waves will lead to an additional increase of the
calculated cross section ~see Ref. @2#!.
FIG. 3. c.m.s. cross section of elastic p 3He scattering at the
scattering angle ucm5180° as a function of the kinetic energy of the
proton beam. Calculations on the basis of the OPE model for the
deuteron in the intermediate state and without distortions are shown
by thin solid line ~for Lp51.3 GeV/c) and dashed line (Lp
50.65 GeV/c). OPE cross section for d1d*1pp with Lp
51.3 GeV/c is shown by dashed-dotted ~without distortions! and
thick solid lines ~including distortions!. The result for the nondis-
torted ST cross section with CD Bonn is given by the dotted line.
Experimental data are from Refs. @10# (s), @26# ~filled square!,
@27# ~open square!, @28# (c), and @29# ~filled triangle!.1-4
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NN(1S0) pairs in 3He, as reflected in the ST and OPE
mechanisms of the p 3He backward elastic scattering, prob-
ably, can be connected to the pp correlations in the
3He(e ,e8pp)n reaction recently observed in Ref. @31#.
Summarizing our results, we can conclude the following.
~i! The OPE mechanism in the plane wave approximation
with the subprocess pd→ 3He p0 describes well the energy
dependence of the p 3He→ 3Hep cross section, but underes-
timates its absolute value by a factor of 2–3.5, depending on
the cutoff mass used in the form factor at the pNN vertex.
~ii! The contribution of the singlet deuteron for the spec-
FIG. 4. c.m.s. cross section of elastic p 3He scattering at the
scattering angle ucm5180° as a function of the kinetic energy of the
proton beam. The theoretical curves show results of calculations for
the ST mechanism in the Born approximation and with different
3He wave functions: Reid RSC ~dashed line!; CD Bonn ~dotted!.
The ST cross section for the CD Bonn wave function with distor-
tions taken into account is shown by thick solid line. Note that the
distortion factor for the ST mechanism differs from the one for
OPE. Same description of data as in Fig. 3.01400tator mechanism of the reaction pd*→ 3He p0 is by one
order of magnitude larger than the one of the deuteron.
~iii! The enhancement of the OPE cross section after in-
clusion of the contribution of the singlet deuteron is, how-
ever, almost completely counterbalanced by the reduction
caused by distortions in the initial and final states.
Therefore, the first shoulder in the p 3He→ 3Hep cross
section at 0.4–0.6 GeV is caused mainly by the OPE mecha-
nism with the singlet NN(1S0) pairs. A measurement of spin
observables, planned at the RCNP in Osaka @30#, can give
additional information here because, in contrast to the d
term, the d* and pp terms contribute only to the spin-
independent part of the OPE amplitude of the reaction
p 3He→ 3Hep and, consequently, could have a strong influ-
ence on the spin-spin correlation parameter Cy ,y . The origin
of the second shoulder at 0.9–1.3 GeV is less clear. A sig-
nificant part of this cross section is produced by the ST
mechanism @1–3#. Using the CD Bonn wave function for
3He instead of the one based on the RSC potential decreases
the contribution of the ST mechanism. Nevertheless, this
does not change the main conclusion of Ref. @3#, namely, that
the significance of the contribution from this mechanism for
energies Tp.1 GeV allows one to probe specifically the
high-momentum components of the 3He wave function.
However, the connection between the observables and the
high-momentum structure of the 3He wave function be-
comes much less transparent because of the large contribu-
tion of the OPE mechanism and the uncertainties connected
to its d* contribution in this region. Future progress in the
analysis of the role of intermediate pions in the reaction
p 3He→ 3He p requires the clarification of the mechanism
for the subprocess pd→ 3He p0, in particular at energies
Tp.1 GeV. In addition, it is desirable to take into account
that this subprocess is off-shell in p 3He→ 3He p and also to
consider the NN continuum in the virtual subprocesses
p(NN)s ,t→3He p0.
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